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 arrest, and what was worse than nil, at least a share, perhaps a considerable share, of that credit might be awarded (<> the Secretary of State whom they believed to be (lie (JeneraTs designated successor.
The coast being at length cleared of danger lo the interests of I heir constituents, these very representatives entered (he field to disparage if possible the administration of President. Jackson, and to destroy the political prospects of a hated aspirant by a desperate, onslaught on the measure itself, and on all who had aided in securing it, save only the Minister who had gladly accepted and xealoiisly sustained the negotiation with a full knowledge. oP (he instructions under which he had acted, and, as will be seen, with" more than that.
The Senators from Massachusetts, "Webster and Sprague,1 and Holmes, of Maine, came, forward as the champions for the fight. They charged that the trade, was worth nothing, and (hat the character of the c.oimtry had been degraded by ihe instructions under which the Minister had acted. The support of Ihe. former imputation was committed to Holmes and Sprague, -Webster at. the proper time, assumed thai of (lie latter. The (\\'o Houses were scarcely organised before Holmes o lie red his resolution of enquiry," preceded by a. speech of condemnation, and, after occupying (he attention of the Senate, oil' and on, with incoherent and reckless invectives against, the President and the laic. Secretary of Stale until he exhausted its patience, then dropt the subject without pressing or even having designed to pre,ss a. vote. Senator Sprague, (he erring descendent of an honored democratic stock, though scarcely less bitter, was less gross and made a clumsy, laborious and certainly most inconclusive speech upon some, proposition lie, had introduced in relation to <hc arrangement that, had been effected, (he object of which was to show that the trade, was of no value. lie, like his co-adjutor Holmes, occupied the time of the Senate, for several days, and (hen, like him, quilled the- subject. AVcbster made, no formal speech either on Holmes'1 or Sprague's propositions, but briefly signified bis full concurrence in their views." lie persisted in treating (he arrangement for securing the trade in the same way on several subsequent, occasions, always seemingly intent upon finding an excuse for bis course in respect to my nomination through impeachments of the negotiation. To show the partisan and purely -factious character of these, proceedings it is only necessary to say that this valuable trade, has been carried on by this country for nearly thirty years under that arrangement.; and, as I know from competent sources, without essential alterations, and
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